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Online-Crowdfunding is a relatively new form of financing
processed over the Internet. Crowdfunding facilitates the
centralized gathering of money from the general public through
Internet-1~a.sed crowdfunding-Platforms. Creative project
developers may upload project descriptions and strive to obtain
fir~ancial contributions from multiple financiers. Accordingly,
et~ery Person can register an the CF-Platform and support projectis
~with freely chosen contributions. While crowdfunding originally
started as a model merely known in the artistic field, it gradually
began to be used for purely commercial Business endeavours.
Crowdfunding raises numerous legal questions, mostly involving
contract-lav~r, intellectual-property-law and to a great extent
financial regulatory lav~r. This essay attempts to illustrate how
Switzerland, a country renowned for being a Banking and
finance-hub, deals with the phenomenon of crowdfunding
and what sets it apart from other regimes in the worlde

Since the emergence of crowdfunding in the United States
(most popularly represented by www.kickstarter.com in New
York) a great deal of debate about it has arisen: While optimists
praise it as the future Business model of the 21st century and
as a democratic safeguard against corporatism, other more
sceptical viewers opine that it will serve as a platform for
"v~Tanna-be-entrepreneurs" and degenerate into an incubator
for fraud. In any case, such a debate is useless: crowdfunding

is fiere. It has become a sali~nt reality. The democratization of financing processes t~
previously lived sealed off in a private sphere is not only a crov~rdfunding-phenomenc
1t is a more general trend of today's emerging "sharing economy." Therefore, the t..
appropriate analysis should ~.ot be to judge new business model's potential of succe~
Rather, we should reflect how legal frameworks can govern to reduce the risks and
foster the benefits associated v~rith new online-business models. As such, we will
review the saure in the context of how Switzerland deals v~rith crowdfunding.

.. ::

Online-Crowdfunding usually involves three parties:
1) innovative project developers who usually need to register online as capital

seekers ("Developers"),
2) a crov~rdfunding-platform ("CF-Platform") which may impose certain admission

requirements for the Developers and
3) financial supporters — in colloquial language "Hackers" which

may participate and support projects with freely chosen
amounts (starting from micro-amounts of any currency).

Frequently, and depending an the rules established by the CF-Platform, Developers
must achieve a certain threshold of financial support before all collected amounts ar
wired to the Developers.~°~re~~ Gonsequently, Developers must strive to advertise their
projects and update an any Progress in their vvorks to satisfy Hackers' expectations
to avoid having Hackers "Withdraw" their payments before a certain cut-off-date.

Overall, the Swiss crowdfunding market remains rather small com~ared with the
United States, Germany or France. Nevertheless, it is growing remarkably. Based
an recent statistics, the grov~Tth generated v~rith crowdfunding in the last few years
has achieved rates of up to 192 percent. In 2013, 11.6 million Swiss Francs were
collected through CF-Platforms in Sv~ritzerland. ~ = ~ ~ In September 2014, Swisscom,
the Swiss national telecom provider, launched a new crowdfunding platform in
collaboration v~rith the S~nriss crowdfunding provider www.wemakeit.ch. The



new platform is cloud-based and provides customers with the opportunity to use
underlying software (Software-as-a-Service, "SaaS") to establish CF-Platforms
with low Investment costs. This is meant to incentivize the crowdfunding market
in Switzerland.~`~~ In Dec~mber 2014, the cantonal bank of Baselland has started
to kost its own crowdfunding-platform to support creative endeavours v~rhich
Gould not find support ur_der the bank's traditional sponsoring programs. ~ =~r;

If We Look at the three-paYty-model (CF-Platform, Developers and Hackers)
as a kind of "archetype," then mang ~~ariations of it can be perceived
in today's Swiss landscape. The most frequent variations are:
1) the donation model,
2) the reward model, thE
3) pre-payment-model,
4) the loan model and
5) the equity participation model.

Interestingly, so far, the greatest growth in the Swiss crov~rdfunding market has
occurred under the equitF model. The volume of funds invested in equity-crowdfunding
in 2013 amounted up to 5.8 million Swiss Francs. The loan, donation, and rewards
models have achieved lov+~er Investment rates (volume of funds of 1.78 million Swiss
Francs for loan based crowdfunding and 4.23 million Swiss Francs for donation and
rewards model based cro~nrdfunding in Switzerland in 2013). ~ ̀'~r ~ Today's most well-
known Swiss CF-Platforms are probably www.cashare.ch, www.c-crowd.com, www.
wemakeit.ch, WWW.investiere.ch and www.crowdfundingnow.ch, all of Which provide
Bither one of the abovemEntioned crov~rdfunding models or combinations thereof.

Degending an which cro~~vdfunding model one choses, different levels of legal
implications can arise. For instance, neither the donation model nor the reward
model will raise particular legal concerns. The Swiss legal frame~work does not,
per se, forbid the gratuitc►us support of creative projects vvith no expectations in
return. Nonetheless, things get more intricate if one chooses the pre-payment, loan,
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or equity model. In these scenarios, money is wiYed from Backers ~o Developers in
return for the receipt of future products (let's say for example a newly developed
music video Clip in downloadable format). Or, Bankers can wire money in return
for the rEpayment with an additional interest Charge. In all of these constellations,
Hackers and Developers assume legal roles of buyers and purchasers or 1enders
and creditors, respectively. Not only does this implicate contract laW, but it also
raises q~.estions under the Sv~riss regulatory framework applicable to banks,
security dealers and financial intermediaries in general. We shall now turn to a
revievv of each of these topics in greater detail under the following sections.

'~~.
As discussed above, Hackers and Developers may enter into contractual
relationships with each other directly through a CF-Platform. To the extent
that Swiss law is applicable, most of these contracts will fall under the rules
of the Swiss Code of Obligations ("CO"). Under the CO, relationships between
Hackers and Developers will most probably Bither be qualified as a
1) gift (~rt. 239 et seq. CO) as a
2) purchase agreement (Art. 184 et seq. CO) or as a
3) contract for work or service which is still to be accomplished by the Developer

(Art. 363 et seq. CO).

While beyond the scope of this essay, under S`nriss contract laW, Bach
of these contract types has its ovvn legal consequences and Developers
and Hackers must be aware of them before entering into any such
direct agreements with Bach other through a CF-Platform. r ~~>

In addition, what also proves important is a separate layer of contract lying between
the Backars/Developers an the one hand and the CF-Platform an the other hand.
Seemingiy, most CF-Platforms' terms of use denp the existence of any contractual
relationship with Hackers and Developers. CF-Platforms often describe themselves as
pure "intermediaries." The intermediary model implies that Developers and Hackers



enter into contractual relationships directly with Bach other and not with the CF-
Platform. Nevertheless, an attempt "to deny any contractual relationship" is probably
fruitless. Intermediary functions of a CF-Platform are also Services provided an a
contractual basis, namely based an the vrrebsite terms of use. Under Sv~riss contract
law, the intermediary Service of a CF-Platform will rnost probably be qualified as a
brokerage contract (Art. 412 et seq. CO) or agency contract (Art. 418a et seq. CO)
with Backers and/or Developers, respectively. ~ ° "~ 3 In this context, CF-Platforms usually
also assume additional responsibilities to process cashless payments from Backers to
Developers and mos~ly retain a comission fee of 3-9 percent of the amount wired

As a broker or agent under Swiss law, it is important to bear in mind that engaging
in Bither double-brokerage o~ double-agency (i.e., acting for two principals at the
Same time) is considered illegal if it involves any disadvantages to the Parties
(Art. 415, 418c para. 1 and 398 OR). Disadvantages usually occur v~rhen conflicts of
interest arise. Therefore, to be an the Safe side as an Operator of a CF-Platform in
Switzerland, it is recommended to avoid interfering with the offerings that Developers
and Backens make. The latter should be able to determine their own stipulations
and commercial terms. ~ ~~ ̀ ~,;~ Adr~.ittedly, most CF-Platform terms of use provide fall
back provisions in the event that Developers and Backens haue not provided enough
specificity in their agreements. Nevertheless, it is the author's opinion that doing so
should not necessarily nun afoul of the ban an double brokerage or double agency.

If the fall back provisions only Set forth generis duties which could reasonably
apply to all contracts entered over the CF-Platform in a neutral fashion, this
should still comply with the lav~r. ~'~.~~: By reason of the foregoing, in Order to avoid
any conflicts of interest, most CF-Platforms' terms of use require Developers to
specify their ov~rn project descriptions and, if they consist of a team, the team-
members' respective tasks (e.g. members of a music-band), so that Backens gain
a transparent view of v~rhere the Developers stand in terms of commitment.
Panther, Developers are frequently obliged to specify their promised rewards (e.g.
a free CD of their album or the mentioning of all Backens in the credits of a movie-

clip). As for the Backers', CF-Platforms also frequently stipulate that they should
conduct their own Investment considerations and that the CF-Planform assumes no
responsibility in this regard. Also, CF Platforms sometimes reserve the rights to
pre-selec~ certain projects in Order to carve-out obviously fraudulent schemes.'

P~o~►~~
Swiss intellectual property law does not differ significantly from other continental-
European intellectual property jurisdictions. The Sv~riss legal System provides protection
for, amon~ other things, Patents, trademarks, designs, copyri~hts and electronic
semiconductors.~:~.f~z Sv~ritzerland is also a member of various multilateral and bilateral
treaties an intellectual property law, among them, most importantly, the agreement
an trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPS) as well as the Berne
Convention an Copyright and the Rome Convention an the protection of Copyright-related
rights. ~. ~ ~ These treaties haue contributed to a significant degree of harmonisation
among the participating countries. It therefore comes as no surprise that the S~wiss
intellectu~al property System is much like those of its continental-European neighbours.

Considering the bandwidth of projects presented an SWiss CF-Platforms, various
intellectual property rights can be established with the creation of such projects, in
particular, Copyrights, visual designs and, if applicable, Patents. Most Developers v~rill
usually wish to retain full ownership of such intellectual property rights and most CF-
Platforms' terms of use should ideally provide for the Same as afall-back-Option in case
the Developer has not specified it. However, the more important intellectual property
issue to consider is the risk Developers assume v~rhen they present starting-point-ideas
publicly an the website of a CF-Platform. Unfortunately, as perceived by a review of
several S~r~riss CF-Platforms, it appears that many Developers are not aware of these risks.

Generally speaking, under Swiss intellectual property law, pre-productive "ideas"
or "concepts" generally do not enjoy protection under intellectual property la~nr,
unless they haue reached a concrete form of expression (as for Copyrights), a concrete



visual design or form (as for designs) or a concrete technical solution (as required
for patents).~ ~~ ~:~ ~ Thus, by presenting pre-deveioped and unprotected project ideas
openly an a CF-Website, there is a considerable risk that parasites will jump an
board and use these ideas for their own purposes. Where there is potential of
success, Imitators usually ar~n't far a~nray from it. ~ ̀:~°_~ Also, if one decides to present
pro~ect ideas for products or inventions which may enjoy protection as designs or
patents, the intellectual property risks involved are even more accurate: VlThoever
publicly presents visual layouts or technical inventions is most likely to äestroy
the novelty-requirement for a later;.-Design- or patent-application. ~ ̀ l~ "Novelty"
requires that an Invention or a visual design has not been disclosed to the public
before the application date (see Art. 1 of the Swiss Federal Act an the Protection of
Patents and Art. 2 para. 1 of the Swiss ~'ederal Act an the Protection ot Designs).

By virtue of the above, it is generally recommended not to disclose many aspects
of pre-markei-project ideas and concepts an a CF-Platform. Rather, one should
try to focus an generic or Output-based descriptions of project goals. Making
reconstructing of ideas and concepts difficult for observers usually entails strategic
advantages in the market. Further, visual designs or patentable technologies
should neuer be disclosed at an early stage. Instead, one should try to only
vaguely describe the envisaged design or technology. Also, one should appl~
for patent or design applications with relevant intellectual property authorities
early (i.e. before presenting any prototypes to the public over a CF-Website).
By this means, the novelty requirement can at least be safeguarded. 4 ~ f

Considering the production of music, intellectual property risks are probably less
of a concern, since music can be recorded fast and easily v~rith today's advanced
recording technologies. Consequently, in rn.ost Gases, recordings will mostly haue
found a concrete form of expression quickly and are likely to enjoy full copyright
protection as accomplished ~nrorks of art. Swiss copyrighted music Works come into
existence without any registration efforts and are protected against infringement as
from their date of existence (See Art. 6 of the Swiss Federal Act an Copyrights and

.~

related rights). But even with music, there is a non-excludable risk that Imitators
Gould usurp frictions of a musical work or underlying creative elements for their o~nrn
purpose~. Thus, shorter "snippets" of music will probably do better. Put simply: One
should keep one's initial Output to the public loW enough to protect one's intellectual

~• property, but interesting enough to attract the public's attention — that's the key.

~~~l~
To date, there is no particular Swiss statute in force v~rhich captures the regulation
of CF-Platforms and their related financing activities. As far as can be seen, only
the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority ("FINMA") and the Swiss
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs ("SECO") haue addressed this issue in

' informative reports and discussion-papers, ~ ~~~~.:~ ~ but thus far hagre failed to provide
' any specific guidance or regulations. Pursuant to newspape~ articles, FII~TMA.

has issued rulings an at least three different platforms and. decided that none
of them ~nras subject to the Supervision of FINMA.~`~~:_. Nonetheless, FINMA still
seems ta take a cautious and rather suspicious approach to crowdfunding.

So viev~red, the current Swiss financial regulatory framework applicable to
crowdfunding is fragmented, i.e., scattered over mang different Statutes. In this
Sense, the most important regulatory provisions an Operator of a CF-Platform
might fase in Sv~ritzerland shall be summarized in the following section.

a) Swiss F~deral Act an Banks and Savings Banks
The Swiss Federal Act an Banks and Savings Banks ("ABSB") provides that any
natural persona
1) mainly active in the financial sector intendin~ to
2) Bither accept deposits from the public an a professional Basis, or
3) recommend themselves for financing any number of persons or companies

with public deposits or by refinancing themselves from five or more banks
must obtain a license from FINMA (Art. 1 para. Z and Art. 3 ABSB).



A Person is considered to act an a professional Basis if that Person constantly accepts c) Swiss Federal Act an Stock Exchange and Securities Tradingmare than 2Q deposits from the public (A,rt. 6, ordinance to the ABSB). A more The Sv~riss Federal Act an Stock Exchange and Securitiesdetailed ordinance relating to the ABSB provides a list of exemptions for funds not Trading ("ASES") applies to all persons who;qualifying as deposits, roter alia, (i) funds provided in consideration of a contract due 1} in their professional capacity buy and sell securities an the secondary market,to the transfer of property or the rendering of a service and (ii) funds transferred as 2) publicly offer securities an the primary market ora security (for more detail, see Art. 5, ordinance to the ABSB). Therefore, in Order to 3) create derivatives and offers them t~~ the public.avoid being required to obtain a Banking license from FINMA, a CF-Platform should
refrain from collecting funds from Investors an its oWn account und from keeping any Any such persons qualify as security dealers and require an authorizationaccounts in the narre of investor,~. Ullhether what activity one is engaging in actually ~ ~ from FINMA (Art. 10 ASES). Thus, to aTJOid regulation under the ASES,falls into these categories is a thorny issue which must be considered delicately.~~_;? CF-Platforms should refrain from the following Business activities:

~. 1) Trading of shares in companies prese.nted o~. the platformb) Swiss Federal Act an Coll~ctive Investment Scheures
The Swiss Federal Act an Collective Investment Scheures ("ACIS") provides that all
Persons responsible for the management of collective Investment schemes must obtain
an authorization from FINMA (Art. 13 ACIS). Collective Investment schemes are defined
as assets raised from several Investors for the purpose of collective Investment and
which are pooled and collectively managed for the account of such Investors (Art. 7
ACIS). An exemption from the authorization requirement under the ACIS applies if;
1) the funds are only invested in one operating company v~rhich is active in a

manufacturing, trade or Service Business and generates its revenues and Profits
~nrith such Business or

2) if the Investment decisions are primarily made by the Investors and not by the
management of the Investment scheure (Art. 8, ordinance
to the ACIS). In recognition of this reality, to avoid the
requirement to obtain an authorization from FINMA,

CF-Platforms shoulds
1) introduce Investors to operating project developing compani~s only and
2) refrain from any activities which could result in the platform poolin~

or managi.ng funds (in particular Pooling in such a way that Investments
cannot be personalized anymore or subsequently granting these
Investments as loans to companies advertising an the platform). ~-~~ ~~

_. in the narre and an the account of Investors,
2} maintaining accounts for the settlement of transact~ons for Investors

or holding any shares an behalf of Investors in safe custody,
3) underwriting any kind of securities newly issued by companie~ presented an the

platform an a firm Basis or against commission and subsequently publicly
offering such securities to Investors. So far, from vorhat can been
seen in Switzerland, CF Platforms will most probably not qualify as
stock exchanges or exchange-like institutions since they only provide
opportunities of direct Investments into new (i.e., not existing)

_ shares, thus, mostly only facilitate ~~rimary market transactions.' ~ - ̀~

d) Prospectus Requirements
If equity securities or Bonds are publicl~ offered for subscription in the prim~.ry market,
an issuing company always needs to issue a prospectus containing Information with
regard to the company and its Business activities (Art. 652a and/or 1156 CO). CF-
Platforms in S~nritzerland are usually not r~.aking any public offers for their own equity
or debt securities and are therefore, usually, not subject to the Swiss prospectus
requirements. Instead, the companies presented an the CF-Platform-Website
(Developers) v~rill haue to comply v~rith the prospectus requirements if they decide to
issue equity securities or Bonds as a re~~vard for Backers. Still, one must bear in mind that



a CF-Platform will assume liabilities as a "facilitator" to a prospectus, if the prospectus
of a Developer provided an the CF-Platform-Website contains incorrect, misleading
or incomplete Information (Art. 752 CO).~~'€~~ Accordingly, Operators of CF-Platforms
should take adequate measures to limit their exposure to prospectus liability, to the
extent possible under Swiss law. Swiss law provides some limited options for private
placings of equity securities or Bonds (i.e. placements to a limited target audience Where
Investors are addressed an a private and individual "handpicked" Basis). However,
there is a degree of uncertainty ass to When and how a placing is to be considered
private.: f~ ~~ ~ From what can be seen ~n the Swiss crov~rdfunding-landscape, companies
presented an CF-Platforms (Developers) seldom address solely a private subscriber
Base. Therefore, private placings of securities or Bonds seem rather unlikely to occur.

e) Swiss Anti-Money Laundering Act
Under Swiss Anti-Monet Laundering Act ("AMLA"), persons providing services
as financial intermediaries must be affiliated to a recognized self-regulatory
organization or obtain a license from FINMA for their professional Business activities.
Furthermore, financial intermediaries must comply with statutory provisions and
procedures of the AMLA., in particular, verification duties regarding the identity
of the customer and beneficial owner wiring funds, and duties to clarify and keep
records and further organizational measures to be taken (See in particular Art. 3 et
seq. AMLA). Financial intermediaries are in particular persons who accept or keep
third Party funds or assist in the Investment or transfer of such funds (Art. 2 AMLA).

<:~ ~° ~ Whether a CF-Platform Operator falls under the AMLA or not very muck depends
an the individual Set-up of the platform. However, since CF-Platforms regularly
receive monetary funds from Backers and forward them to Developers, they will often
most likely qualify as financial intermediaries in the Sense of the AMLA. E ~.~:~ q It is
noteworthy that recently, FINMA has issued a fully revised anti-money-laundering
ordinance which came into effect an January Ist, 2016. Although the qualification
of a financial internledia~y has not changed, the nevv ordinance Sets forth Iess strict
due diIigence requirements for payment Service providers if the payments transacted
do not exceed certain thresholds (roughly summarized, payment transactions not

,~~.
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amounting to more than 1'000 Swiss Francs per transaction and 5'000 per paying
contractual Party during a year or CHF 25'000 per contractual Party during a year
if the payments are wired to merchants or providers/suppliers of goods vvith a user
account of approved banks in SWitzerland or equivalently approved banks abroad).:~,:: ° ̀ l

f) Concluding remark
As the previous elaborations haue shown, Online-Crowdfunding faces multiple
regulatory challenges in Switzerland which must be observed and considered
delicately. Not only does this hold true for CF-Platforms as service providers,
but also for Developers (e.g. musicians, artists, filmmakers) if they solicit
financing over CF-Platforms from the public, e.g., by raising equity capital for
the financing of a new music album or motion picture. ~ :~:~ ä_ t Section 5 of this
essay provides a basic guideline of topics to consider under Swiss law.

Switzerland to date has not enacted any statute specifically addressing crowdfunding. By
contrast, in the United States, the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act ("JOBS Act") was
passed an April 5, 2012, to encourage funding of Small businesses in the United States
by easing several securities regulations. ~ ~~ ~ ~~. Y Even though this act is a remarkable step,
it does not appear to be a unitary or comprehensive act with regard to crowdfunding.
One of the most significant provisions of the JOBS-Act provides an exemption from the
requirement to register public offerings with the SEC for certain types of Small offerings
(up to one [1J million per year) and thereby relieve "emerging growth companies" from
regulatory burdens. ~ ~:~~x ~ Thus, the act primarily targets the raising of equity capital. Other
regulatory aspects of crowdfunding (such as anti-money laundering aspects, debt financing
regulation or Internet-based financial Service provider liability in general) are, however, not
dealt with in a comprehensive manner. In addition, many side aspects of crowdfunding
haue been governed under a fragmented approach within the United States earlier. In
particular, various individual states had enacted different intra-state crowdfunding
e~emptions to their existing "blue sky" laws in the Aast to permit intrastate crowdfunding.
Meanwhile, the JOBS Act has been amended accordingly and securities raised by



crowdfunding are now exempted from jiblue sky"-state registration requirements.' ~~~T
In the European Union, the European Commission is currently exploring the potential
and the risks of this relatively new and grov~ring form of finance, as well as the national
legal frameworks applicable to it. In November 2015, the European Commission
launched a study to gather and analyse data across the EU. So far, the EU has not
launched directives or similar acts of legislation addressing cro~nrdfunding an a unitary,
supranational level. Thus, the European Union also maintains a fragmented approach
in that every member country siill applies its own national rules to crowdfunding.~-~ ~~~~~~~

It is noteworthy that France has enacted two specific regulatory statutes
applicable to crov~rdfunding, namely the "conseil en investissement participative"
("CIP") and the "intermedia.ire en financement participative" ("IFP"), v~rith;
1} options to being registered as a CF-Platform and

receiving a "national approval Label" as well as
2) a raised threshold of 1 (one) million Euro for public equity

offerin:gs ~nrhich leads to exemption from prospectus obligations
if pre-defined minimal Information is provided to Investors.

Additional existing French statutes addressing alternative Investment funds,
payment Services and anti-money laundering are also in force and operate
similarly as in other European countries. ~t~~ ̀ i~ ~ On the other hand, Germany seems
to follow a similar regulatory approach as Switzerland (with fragmented Statutes
not specifically addressing crowdfunding and similar underlying considerations).
Though, the German prospectus regulation provides for an exemption for security
offerings v~rhich do not exceed 100'000 Euro within a time period of 12 months and
legislative changes are expected to even increase this threshold in Germany.

~~ ~~
As can be Seen, it proves almost impossible to provide a reliable and concise overview
of all relevant European jurisdictions and their way of addressing crowdfunding.
Their regulatory approaches vary and legislative adaptations are underway in

almost every country. Thus, whoever is interested in using crowdfunding as an
international and/or Europe-wide financing tool addressing multiple Backers all over
Europe shauld make sure to comply with multiple jurisdictional requirements and
iäeally consult local attorneys well versed in this area of law. This proves particularly
important for cross-border financing undertakings for large movie productions. In
contrast, the music sector still seems more driven by a local subscriber Base until
the artist manages a serious breakthrough in the international music market.
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